
served. [4,5] The rapid motion of the generation region 
in the streamer protects the crystal against optical 
breakdown and makes it possible to attain radiation in
tensities higher by several orders of order than in or
dinary semiconductor lasers. In addition, high speed 
motion of a generation region of small size makes it 
easy to obtain, using different masks on the resonator 
mirrors, a controlled sequence of ultrashort light 
pulses. 

We note in conclusion that under certain operating 
conditions of avalanche diodes with p-n junctions, ion
ization impact fronts are observed in which the inten
sity of the electric field falls off rapidly behind the 
front. [13] In this case, under suitable conditions, one 
can also expect light generation of the type considered 
above. 
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The differential and total cross sections for inelastic scattering of "y quanta by hydrogen-like atoms that 
involves electron transitions from the 1 s state to the 2 s or 2 p state are analytically calculated with 
allowance for terms of the order of a 2Z 2 inclusive. The differential cross section formulas obtained with 
such an accuracy are valid for small angle scattering. The results are applicable in the photon-energy 
region w> ma Z (m is the electron mass) and overlap with the results obtained by Gorshkov, MikhaiIov, 
and Sherman lZh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 66, 2020 (1974) [Sov. Phys. JETP 39, 995 (1974)]} for energies 
maZ<w<m. 

PACS numbers: 32.1O.Yc 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The derivation of the nonrelativistic Coulomb Green 
function stimulated the theoretical study of two-photon 
processes involving bound electrons. Computations on 
elastic and inelastic scattering of photons by hydrogen 
atoms were carried out in the dipole approximation U-6] 

and without the use of this apprOXimation, [7,8] which 
allowed the consideration of the entire nonrelativistic 
photon-energy region w« m (m is the electron mass) 
and the processes forbidden in the dipole approxima
tion. [8] The cross sections for elastic and Compton 
scattering in the relativistic photon-energy region have 
been obtained in a number of papers. [9-12] In these 
papers the cross sections for scattering processes with 
the transfer to the nucleus of any momentum q, includ
ing q - m, are computed. In [9,10] numerical computa
tions of elastic scattering from the K shell of mercury [9] 

and of Compton scattering from the K shell of lead [10] 
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are carried out. Analytic calculations in the first 
approximation in the Coulomb field have been carried 
out for elastic [11] and Compton U2 ] scattering. 

In the present paper we consider the inelastic scat
tering of y quanta by hydrogen-like atoms, accompanied 
by atomic-electron transitions from the K- to the L
shell (Raman scattering). In the photon-energy region 
w - 1 (I is the ionization energy of the atom), where the 
dipole approximation is valid, transitions are allowed 
not to the entire L shell, but only to the 2s state. The 
scattering process involving transitions to the 2p states 
is forbidden. In the relativistic energy region w - m, 
both processes occur at the same rate. Simple for
mulas are obtained for the differential and total cross 
sections for the indicated processes up to terms of the 
order of Ql 2Z2 inclusive in the entire photon-energy re
gion w» 1/, where 1/ = mQlZ is the mean K-electron 
momentum. The formulas for the differential cross 
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· sections are derived only for small angles B $1// w. 
Tbe differential cross sections are maximal in this 
scattering-angle region, and it is precisely this region 
of angles that makes the dominant contribution to the 
total cross sections for the processes. In relativistic 
computations, one should carry out separate calculations 
for the transitions to the 2Pliz and 2P3fZ levels, in view 
of the difference between the wave functions of these 
states. 

2. THE WAVE FUNCTIONS 

Let us derive the wave functions of electrons in the 
is, 2s, and 2PI states in momentum space with allow
ance for terms of order azZa inclusive. Since the 
dominant contribution to the matrix elements to be com
puted is made in the integration by the region of small 
f -1/, let us discard the terms of the type (aZ)"l/m 
and write these wave functions in the following form: 

<llls)=N, {1+L+a (ln~+ f dA.)} (-~) <fIV".,+"IO)uo. (1) 
2m 21]. A. <11], 

N,=1]"n-'1'(1+'/,a;'Z'). a=a;'Z'/2. 1]=ma;Z. 

while 711 is a parameter on whichthe derivative acts, and 
which shOUld, after the differentiation, be set equal to 
71. The quantity i = af, where a is the Dirac matrix; Uo 
is the normalized-by the condition uoUo= 1-bispinor 
for the stationary electron. The formula (1) was de
rived earlier by Gorshkov, MikhaUov, and Polikanov,u3l 

In the 2s state 

<fI2S)=N'{(1+1]'~)[1+zS.+0(ln ~ + J~)] 

while in the 2p I state 

A-{ '1,a;'Z' for j='/, _{ 0 for 
,- 0 for j='I,' OJ- 0/2 for 

_{ '/,1] (1+a'Z'/S) for j='/, 
1],- '/,1] for j='I, 

j='/, 
j='I,' 

«I V."IO) is the Fourier transform of the Yukawa po
tential: 

(II V,.IO)=4n/(I'+1]'). 

Here we use the notation [8l 

II = a/a. When operating on the matrix elements 
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(2) 

(3) 

~~ 

~Zp ~ 
a 

(f I V"".l) I O} with any of the operators entering into the 
wave functions and not containing the parameter ~, we 
must set ~ = 0 in these matrix elements. After inte
grating over ~ we should set € = 0 in the final expres
sion. 

The functions <.rtZI f) are normalized by the condition 

S (nllf>(flnl) (:;~, = 1. 

3. THE AMPLITUDES OF THE PROCESSES 

Let us denote by k. = (w., k.) the four-dimensional 
momenta of the initial (i = 1) and the final (i = 2) photons 
and by q = k1 - ka the momentum imparted to the nucleus. 
The energy conservation law for the processes of pho
ton scattering by a bound electron that involve the 
transition of the electron from the is state to the 2s 
or 2PI state can be written in the form w1+€1=wa+€a, 
where 1::1 and I::a are the energies of the bound states 
of the initial and final electrons, these energies being 
given in the approximation under consideration by the 
formulas: £1 =m- ~/2m, £2=m- ~/8m. 

The amplitudes of the scattering processes under 
study are determined by the sum of the two Feynman 
diagrams shown in the figure and two similar diagrams 
with the phonons lines interchanged. The hatched 
blocks in this figure indicate that the electron wave 
functions in the Coulomb field are evaluated with allow
ance for terms of order (aZ)2 inclusive, while the 
dashed line in Fig. (b) denotes a one-time interaction 
with the Coulomb field in the intermediate state ~ It 
can be shown that diagrams with two or more Coulomb 
lines in the intermediate electron state make to the 
amplitude a contribution that is of higher order than is 
required by the approximation under consideration. [14] 

The contribution of the diagram a to the amplitude 
can be written in the form 

S . k,+f.+m. d'!. 
1.=4na; <21Ik.+f.)e, (k,+!,)'-m' e,<f,11s) (2n)" (4) 

where the e. are the photon polarizations and A = Yo Ao 
-y.A. 

The contribution to the amplitude of the diagram b can 
be written in the form 

I =-(4n)'a;(a;Z) S (2111)e k,+f,+m 'to k.+f.+m 
• , • (k,+/,)'-m' (q+f.-f.)' (k,+t.)'-m' 

d'/, d'!. 
xe,(f.lts) (2n)' (2n)' . (5) 

Using the expressions (1)- (3) for the wave functions, 
going over from the Dirac matrices and bispinors to 
the Pauli matrices (J and spinors X for the s states and 
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to the spherical spinsors n/Hf for the p states, and 
integrating over fl and f2' we obtain for the amplitudes 
of the scattering involving small momentum transfers, 
q - 7], to the nucleus the formulas given below: 

A =1.+1,+ (k,""'-k" e''''''e,) =41troF. 

For scattering involving the Is - 2s transition 

2 hTj' {q' [ a[nX ql] a.'Z' } F(1s ..... 2s)=--(e,e,)X,+ - L,+i-- +--L. x .. 
a' a' 4m 4 

(6) 

q' a.'Z' ( 15 a' q'-/4' q ) 
L,=1---+-- -+.In-+--arctg-

4m2 2 Hi 2Tj' q/4 /4 I 

5 /4' a' q 
L,= --+----arctg- , 

4 a' 2qf.t f.t 

a: = l + j.J. 2; j.J. = 37]/2; ro = ct.1 m; Xl and X2 are the Pauli 
spinors for the initial and final electrons; n = nl + n2 ; 

n, =k,!W" 
For scattering involving the Is - 2p J transition 

4(61t)"'Tj' { [ ( UJs) OS] F(ts ..... 2p;)= • Q;;J{(q) (e,e,) LI+--' +i-'-
a 4mltl, 4mltl, 

a' [(e,e,) + + QI'i. (s,) 1} + 6m i~«Q;IM(n,)s,+QjU{(s,)n,)a)+~ X, (7) 

a.'Z' [ 31 f.t' a' 2q'+/4' 
£',=1+-- ---+-----

• 2 24 2a' 4q' 12Tj' 

a' (q /4 a') q ] +In-+ ------ arctg- I 

2Tj' f.t q 4f.tq' /4 

3a.'Z' [41 5 a' a' a' 
L~=1+-- ----+-+1n-

• 8 36 4 f.t' 4q' 2Tj' 

-~ln2+ (~-~-~)arctgL], 
3 f.t q 4f.tq' f.t 

81 ={nl Xq], 82 =(e2q)[qXetl-(elq)[qXe2], 83 =(e2q)e,-(e,q)e2' 

4. DIFFERENTIAL AND TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

The differential cross sections for the processes, 
averaged over the initial, and summed over the final, 
electron polarizations II, are determined by the follow
ing expression: 

1 1 ~ ,d'k, ro' ~ I I' Itl, do=--- "'-' IAI --21t6(w,+E,-Itl,-e,)=- "'-' F -dQ,. 
41tl,1tl, 2 v (21t) , 2. w, 

(8) 

The summation over the spin states for the Is - 2s 
transition can be carried out in the usual manner. As 
a result, we obtain 

1]'q' { [ 3 a' a' 
do(1s ..... 2s) =32 ro'(e,e,)'--;.;- 1+a.'Z' 2- 41]' + In 2Tj' 

( q f.t ) q a' (f.t' 5 a' q )]} w, + --- arctg-+- ------arctg- -dQ,. 
/4 q f.t 2q' a' 4 2f.tq f.t w, 

(9) 

The summation over the components M of the total 
angular momentum j for the transitions to the 2Pl/2 and 
2P3/2 states is simplified by the use of the formula [8l 

(10) 

For these transitions we obtain 
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Tj"q' { [ 11 3 a' do(1s ..... 2p'I.)=24ro'(e,e,)'-,- 1+a'Z' -+--
~ 12 16 ~ 

f.t' a' a' (q f.t a') q ]} Itl, --+-+In-+ ------ arctg- -dQ, 
2a' 4q' 2Tj" f.t q 4f.tq' f.t Itl, I 

(11) 

TJlOq' { 3 [ 7 a' do(1s ..... 2p.!ol=48ro'(e,e,)'-- 1 +-a'Z' ---
a" 4 18 2/L' 

1 a' a' (q /4 a') q ]} w, --ln2+-+1n-+ ------ arctg- -dQ,. 
3 4q' 2TJ' /4 q 4f.tq' f.t w, 

(12) 

The cross sections summed over the photon polariza
tions differ from the formulas (9), (11), and (12) only 
by the replacement of the factor (e2' e l )2 by (1 + cos20)/2, 
where cosO = nl • n2 and n, = k, I w, . 

In the region q-7], where the differential cross sec
tions are maximal, all the above-given expressions are 
of the same order of magnitude. However, there exists 
such a region of momentum-transfer values q - qmln 

= Wi - W2 = 37]2/8m where the differential cross sections 
for, the processes involving the Is - 2PJ transitions are 
considerably larger than the differential cross section 
for the process involving the transition Is-2s. In this 
region, the dominant term in the amplitude of the 
latter of the indicated processes becomes of the order 
of the correction term. Therefore, we should take in
to account in the cross section the square of the cor
rection term in the amplitude of the indicated process 
at such values of q; the formulas (11) and (12) for the 
differential cross sections for the processes involving the 
Is - 2pJ transitions remain valid in this limit. 

For q - qmln the formulas for the differential cross 
sections assume the following form: 

( q' 3 )' do(1s ..... 2s)=32ro'(,I,)' -;z- 16 a'Z' dQ" 

do(1s _ 2p'I.) =24ro' ('I,) 10 q: (i-O.53a'Z')dQ" 
f.t 

do(1s ..... 2p,.) =48ro'<'I,),o.f.(1-1.11a'Z') dQ,. 
f.t' 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

It should be noted that the differential cross section 
for the first process vanishes in our approximation at 
q= 3-./37]2 18m. 

In computing the total cross sections, we can re
place with the aid of the formula 

qdq 
dQ,=21t-

UltWZ 

the integration over the solid angle by an integration 
over the momentum q imparted to the nucleus in the 
limits from q = qmln to q = qmu= Wl + W2. Performing this 
integration, we obtain 

o (1s ..... 28) =00·'1,('1.)' ~~,[ 1-a'Z' (0.82+1.69:,',)], (16) 

o (1s ..... Zp,·,) =00 .'/,('1,)' Tj',[ l+a'Z' (0.87-0.73 m:)] I 

WI CUt 

(17) 

o (1s-+2p.!ol =00·'1,('1.)' w~: [1-a'Z'( 0.53+0.73 :.:)] I (18) 

where 0'0= 81TY~/3 is the cross section for Thomson 
scattering. 
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The dominant terms in the differential and total cross 
sections for the considered processes coincide with the 
corre~ponding formulas obtained by Gorshkov, 
Mikhailov, and Shermant8 ] for the photon-energy re
gion 1/« w« m. 

The above-given formulas allow us to calculate the 
cross sections for the indicated scattering processes in 
the region of energies w» 1/ for small and medium Z 
(up to Z-50); for large Z the higher-order terms dis
carded in the cross sections should be taken into ac
count. 

The authors thank V. G. Gorshkov for useful dis
cussions. 
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Excitation of large-amplitude solitary waves in a plasma 
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A method is developed for generating solitary space charge waves in a plasma by employing an electron 
beam that is strongly modulated in velocity. At a current of 7 rnA, mean beam energy 200 eV, and 
modulation depth -0.5, solitons with a mean velocity of 3.3.109 cm/sec and amplitude up to 2 kV can be 
generated by the method. The amplitude attained is about 0.65 of the amplitUde limit at which the plasma 
electrons are trapped. The details of the soliton generation process are elucidated. It is shown, in particular, 
that the fast beam electrons whose energy exceeds the mean value transfer to the solitons an energy 
proportional to the modulation depth. The effect of varying the beam and plasma parameters as well as the 
geometrical dimensions of the plasma on soliton formation is investigated. 

PACS numbers: S2.40.Mj 

INTRODUCTION 

Excitation of large-amplitude space-charge waves is 
of great interest for applications such as particle ac
celeration, plasma heating, and others. At a given 
propagation velocity w it is possible to excite in the 
plasma a wave with amplitude 'Pm not exceeding a value 

1J'.,=mw'/2e (1) 

(e and m are the charge and mass of the electron), 
such that the wave begins to capture the plasma elec
trons. (We neglect here the thermal velOCity of the 
electrons, which we assume to be small in comparison 
with w.) However, the wave can become essentially 
nonlinear at amplitudes much lower than 'Pm' As fol
lows from the theory of stationary waves in a plasma 
layer or cylinder, U] the space-charge waveform is 
sinusoidal only at low amplitudes, and in the limit of 
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large amplitudes the wave goes over into solitary waves 
(solitons), the amplitudes of which can reach values 'Pm' 

Excitation of silitons in a bounded plasma was inves
tigated experimentally inC2- 5]. In[2-4] the excitation 
was produced by applying voltage pulses to an electrode 
immersed in the plasma. Another method of soliton 
excitation is described in [5], where the effect was ob
tained in a beam-plasma system by modulating the ini
tial beam velocity. 

The present paper is devoted to a further investiga
tion of the formation and propagation of solitons in a 
beam-plasma system. With rather modest means (ini
tial beam energy 200 eV, current 7 rnA), the soliton 
amplitude, is shown by measurements, reaches 2 kV 
at a propagation velocity 3. 3X 109 cm/sec. This gives 
grounds for hoping that for moderate beam parameters 
it is possible to excite in this manner solitons that are 
of practical interest. 
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